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INTRODUCTION: 

Asthma, a chronic disease, is affecting 300 million 

people and causing economical and health crises 

worldwide. The therapy treatment and medicinal cost 

is a rising substantial burden for the community and 
patients. Diagnostics and therapy for asthma have 

been published by GINA (Global Initiative for 

Asthma). Gina has provided detailed and basic 

guidelines for physicians and doctors dealing with 

asthma of all ages in an extremely detailed document. 

The published voluminous document (more than 100 

pages) is a great guideline but is difficult to 

implement in practice as it is only in English and 

does not include local factors affecting the disease 

and its treatment. 

 

Provide a summarized version of 2015 The Global 
Initiative for Asthma (GINA) guidelines professional 

from ÖGP and ÖGKJ corporate to give this 

statement. The professionals include well-known 

pulmonologists and pediatric pulmonologists to cover 

all ranges of guidelines for patients and to specify 

aspects that are related to Austria. 4 

 

Definition and Diagnosis: 

Definition: 

Asthma is a chronic disease of inflammation of air 

passage. It is a heterogeneous disease with many 
factors affecting its conditions and severity. Its 

symptoms vary with severity and time along with 

conditions of life which also correlates to airflow 

limitation. The symptoms include coughing shortness 

of breath, tightness in the chest wheezing, etc. 

 

Phenotypes: 

Having variable underlying processes which is cause 

asthma the heterogeneity increase. There are different 

forms of asthma known as phenotypes of asthma 

which are important to know in case of severe asthma 

attacks. These phenotypes recognize on a basis of 
factors stimulating asthma are 1) allergic asthma 2) 

non-allergic asthma 6) fixed airflow limitation 

asthma 7) occupational asthma 8) old age asthma 9) 

severe asthma. 

 

Some professional societies have adopted other 

factors like pathophysiological and clinical to adopt 

additive classification of asthma. The adaptations 

help to explore new categories for example severe 

allergic asthma, white blood cells asthma, etc. these 

societies include ERS/ ATS European Respiratory 
Society/American Thoracic Society 

 

Diagnosis: 

Initial Diagnosis: 

Patients with the past continuous or discontinuous 

occurrence of breathing problems are at higher risk of 

asthma coughing. Tightness in the chest, shortness of 

breath wheezing is common early symptoms of 

asthma. 
 

Diagnosing airway blockage can confirm further 

suspicion of asthma in lung tests. Medicines used for 

running these tests are salbutamol methacholine. 

Forced expiratory tests are used to confirm airway 

blockage either it is reversible or not by 

administrating g 200-400 µg salbutamol. 12 % 

increase is considered a positive diagnostic. If lung 

tests come back normal but there are still clinical 

suspicion bronchitis tests are run which includes 

methacholine or physical exertions. Positive 

diagnostic considered in adults with a 12 % increase 
in FEV after 4 weeks of anti-inflammation therapy. 

 

For allergen factors, allergy diagnosis should be 

performed with various stimuli in controlled 

conditions and by antibody profile of the patient to 

know about specific immunoglobulin e in blood. 6 

 

Differential Diagnosis: 

It is very important to differentiate between different 

respiratory diseases in adults. Especially over 40 

years of age. For example, asthma and chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease have overlapping 

symptoms. These kinds of overlapping can delay the 

controlling of asthma in patients and cause great risk 

to the health of the patient. 

 

Follow-up: 

For treatment and therapy to be successful follow-ups 

are a necessity. Regular follow-ups help diagnose the 

current state of asthma, its symptoms, and factors 

affecting it on regular basis. The follow-ups help in 

setting treatment according to an individual patient 

and to stabilize and reduce symptoms to achieve 
regular activities and to increase the quality of life.  

 

Lung Working Control: 

The main organs affected by asthma are the lungs. 

The follow-up should include complete functional 

tests of the lungs before and during the treatment. 

The effect of medicines and therapy on the lungs is 

vital to control asthma. The test should be done every 

3-6 months. 

 

Determination of Asthma Severity: 
Generally, the severity of asthma is based on the 

consistency of asthma attacks, the lung damage, and 

type of inhalers used to control asthma, and the steps 

of therapy used for each case. Steps 1 or 2 are used 
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its mild asthma; step 3 is involved in moderate 

asthma. Step 4 or 5 in severe asthma. 3 

 

Therapy and management: 

Goals: 
Managing asthma is a long-term project. It includes 

1) control over the symptoms shown in patients and 

to an able daily physical routine without any 

hindrance 2) to reduce the side effects of therapy and 

medication in patients and to stop the conditions from 

worsening. Individuality also takes part in eating 

goals as patients own objectives conditions and 

corporation is important in therapy management. 

 

Control-based Asthma Management: 

Asthma treatment is a standardized asthma control, 

and this control is achieved by assessing the cycle of 
asthma, adjusting medicines and therapy accordingly, 

and reviewing overall progress and conditions of 

symptom with the set treatment. 

 

Drug Therapy: 

The main therapy for asthma is inhalation which is 

good as compared to systematic therapy. It leads to 

high tolerance, lower side effects, and is efficient in 

controlling asthma. Medicine used for asthma 

treatments is applied according to the treatment given 

to the patient. These treatments are divided into three 
main categories based on the longevity and severity 

of asthma.  

 Controller: this therapy is used when a patient 

must take regular medicine to regulate its 

symptoms e.g. Reducing swelling of the airway, 

reduces worsening of the condition, and 

controlling symptoms. 

 Reliever: if asthma conditions worsen the 

reliever is used. It is also used in the emergency 

protocol to relieve a sudden attack of asthma due 

to any stimuli (e.g., exercise or physical activity) 
and is mostly not preferred to be used often.  

 Add-on: this is additional help required in 

patients with severe asthma conditions along 

with therapy and medicines (ICS). It helps 

reduce symptoms in high-risk patients. 

 

Initial Treatment after Diagnosis: 

o Gina 2014 recommended the following therapies 

as 1st step for patients which are categorized 

based on age. 

o Short-acting beta 2 agonists (SABA) for little 

kid’s most specifically preschool children 

 The low dose of ICS therapy for old Children 

and Adults:   

These therapies are symptoms specific and based on 

risks faced by the patient. Other therapies are also 

recommended based on the severity of asthma to be 

controlled in patients. 

 

 Stepwise Approach for Adjusting Asthma 

Treatment: 
The asthma therapy and medication are up or down 

regulated by continuous monitoring and follow-ups. 

It is important to monitor the symptoms and 

conditions (history and severance of symptoms, lung 

health, physical health, etc.) of patients over-

optimized 2-3 months gap. These follow-ups play 

important role in the control of asthma and to know 

the progress of therapy and medication on the patient. 

 

 Choice of Inhaler: 

The patient's conditions and ability are the focus for 
the choice of inhalers, especially in children and 

adults.  

 

Physical conditions for example eyesight, muscle 

strength or weakness, and individual respiratory flow 

conditions are observed for inhalers. Inhalers for 

children in the early stages of school should have a 

good and suitable spacer. 

 

 Dose of Steroid: 

It is said that a low dose of steroids can cause great 

therapeutic outcomes. Some studies explain the data 
on dose-response interrelation for traditional doses. 

 

 Particular Immunotherapy: 

There is controversy in the utilization of such specific 

immunotherapy as some studies demonstrate the 

benefits and others show the cons of this therapy on 

mild-to-moderate allergic asthma. 1 

 

The recommendations explain the use of 

subcutaneous immunotherapy as the best choice 

although the utilization of lower dose steroids and 
complexity is seen in the patients using a high 

concentration of house dust mite tablet in patients 

with asthma. 5 

 

 Non-Pharmacological Therapy:  

Those asthma patients who in spite of maximum 

assumption or even presumable therapies of 

pharmacology put up with asthma exacerbations are 

specifically mentioned in this section. All other 

asthma suffering patients are connected with the 

ignorable points among all factors listed in it (e.g., 
debility, or smoking). 

 

 Comorbidities:   

The quality of a patient’s life is compromised by 

some different conditions of health causing complex 
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and severe limiting management and control over 

asthma. 

Disease in Particular Populations:  

 Adolescents:  

Social, emotional, or physical changes appear in 
this age group. This age is recommended by this 

section for asthma. 

 

 Exercise-influenced bronchoconstriction:  

The main activators important for the appearance 

of asthma symptoms are physical activities, even 

though similar related symptoms and 

bronchoconstriction occur specifically after 

physical jerks or exercise. Lack of fitness 

physically, illness or obesity are causes and are 

related to the reduction in breath during physical 
jerking. 

 

 Pregnancy: 

Asthmatic patients should follow the GINA 

guidelines for the prevention of asthma severity. 

The use of medications is the least recommended 

as the use of steroids can be harmful and can 

cause serious side effects. The control of asthma 

during pregnancy can help in the lower risks of 

complexity in her fetus.  

 

 Training of Asthma and its Management at 

Home: 

GINA constitutes a very transparent level for aiming 

the home management as well as for self-training of 

asthma. The major task is to initiate the 

understanding along with training of actions needed 

to be taken for asthma, the documentation of 

symptoms, the calculation of high flow, the 

formulation of the working plan, and constant 

evaluation and monitoring for controlling asthma 

 

The practice aims at the safe handling of the inhaler. 
Some essential guidelines include the choice of the 

best inhaler for a particular age, understanding the 

way of using the inhaler, and tips from professionals 

about its use. The evaluation should be done on the 

patient understanding of using inhalations. The 

patient should show the learning outcomes in detail 

to the trainer. The clinical adherence and coherence 

should be tested in each visit. If the reported finds 

any negligence, he/she should report it. He should 

also find out the root factors of poor adherence. 

 

Approximately half of the kids and adults do not use 
proper long-term therapy for the treatment and 

management of Asthma. The question is how to 

verify the rate of adherence? The GINA guidelines 

have suggested using empathy questions that should 

be unbiased. These directions also focus on the 

implementation of single-person therapy and get 

mutual directions for such cases.   

  

 Treatment of Asthma Severity: 

Asthma complexity consists of events with the rise in 
reduction of breathing, wheezing, coughing, and 

confined ability of lung activity. The seed for asthma 

is the common triggers like air pollution, pollens, or 

contamination in the respiratory system. Flare-up, 

episodes, severity, or acute severe asthma are some 

terms describing the worsening of this.  

 

 Diagnosis of Expansion: 

This complexity of asthma is said to the worsening of 

the function of the lungs (FEV1) or deterioration in 

symptoms of respiratory problems. The prevalence in 
symptoms of respiration is often more delicate 

criteria when the complexity of exacerbation is 

determined by objective indicators constituted during 

lung function. Depending on the severity and course, 

the asthma exacerbation is controlled in different 

stages. In essence, three different stages may be 

illustrated. 

o Self-management at home 

o Physician in the family 

o In the emergency department 

 

Self-Management of Asthma at Home: 
Every asthmatic patient needs to be instructed for the 

management of his disease at home. He should be 

given a written plan to be done in the management of 

asthmatic attacks. The action plan consists of the 

actions which are necessary for the amendment of 

controller therapy, symptomatic treatment, and 

decline of Peak Expiratory Flow, which should be 

greater than 20% for >2 days. 

 

General Practitioner Management:  
In clinical areas, the given steps should be considered 
in the case of severity: 

 A short history of the person 

 Physical diagnosis 

 Evaluation of severity 

 Start treatment plan 

 

History of the asthmatic patient should include: 

 Frequency, duration, and reason of the 

severity 

 Rate of severity 

 Anaphylactic signs 

 Aggravating factors  

 Medicine related factors 

 

The use of antibiotics has no role in the severity of 

asthma until proof of any infection of the lungs 
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appears. The proofs are fever, infiltration, or purulent 

sputum. 

 

Controlling in the Emergency Department: 
Acute asthma severity is a high rate of mortality. The 
research shows the death of more than 90 people in 

Austria annually. Severe asthma exacerbations are 

life-threatening medical emergencies. Some 50–100 

people still die of asthma in Austria every year 

(Austrian Statistics).  

 

Initial Prevention: 

Asthma is a progressive disease and is 

heterogeneous. The root cause of asthma is the 

interaction of genes with that of the environment. 

Generally saying there is a special “window of 

opportunity” in the duration of pregnancy and start of 
childhood. In this period the environmental 

stimulants can alter the progression of asthma. 

 

The other factors are not well-researched fin this 

matter. It is suggested to recruit the data and evaluate 

it to get the best asthma control in the population. 

 

Children at the Age of Zero to Five: 

There is a great difference in the management of 

asthma in this age group. 2 Following GINA guideline 

is the diagnostic criteria for this age group: 

 Diagnosis: 

In this young age of toddlers or infants, it is difficult 

to diagnose asthma because of congenital disorders 

and a huge range of many other diagnostic 

possibilities needed to be considered and require 

specific investigation protocols along with perinatal 

aspects. Surprisingly, an aspect exist that children in 

this age might have asthma like symptoms, but 

maximum number of children exhibit symptom free 

attributes in their later life. Some children, under age 

3, shows symptoms like wheezing which might be 
due to viral infections, and every 3rd one of them 

exhibits on and off symptoms often with prolonged 

prognosis. However, keeping the age sensitivity and 

delicacy in mind, no appropriate tests have been 

designed to identify early childhood asthma and 

differentiate it from transient symptoms. The most 

common and significant early childhood indicators 

are given below: 

 Some symptoms which frequently appear like 

wheezing without any chances of having 

infection, especially observed when the infant 

laugh, cry, and during exertion along with 
nocturnal symptoms and reduced physical 

activity status. 

 Positive family history of asthma or allergies add 

up to risk factors for asthma. 

 Infants’ body response to a treatment of low does 

ICS and SABA for 2 to 3 months duration on the 

advice of professional. 
In addition, following examination points can also be 

included: 

 Allergy Tests: it is advisable because some 

children who are allergic to specific substances 

show symptoms even under age 3. For instance, 

allergy to house dust mites is often linked with 

increased asthma danger. 

 

 Functional Diagnosis of Lungs: Spirometry in 

children is often carried out when they are above 

age 5 to 6 years, but if it is necessary then it can 
be done with utmost care, expertise and proper 

time investment. The GINS guidelines have 

given preference to this technique and have 

provided no other alternative process like 

impulse oscillometry, forced oscillation, multiple 

breath washout etc. The reason behind this might 

be that, these are present only in specific 

specialized centers. 

 

 Exhaled NO: In the GINA guidelines, a list has 

been given of possible techniques, but these are 

under trials and yet have not been assigned for 

young children. As soon as the GINA guidelines 

will add spirometry in the safe zone for children 
then in a define flow range forced expiratory 

flow maneuver will be actable, such as “single 

breathe method”. 

 

 Other tests: Just like lung X-ray has been 

mentioned in the GINA guidelines, similarly 

many other tests and examinations mainly to 

figure out different diagnostic methods have also 

been appreciated. Such as, pH measurement, 

bronchoscopy, sweat test etc. However, these 

tests are not included in the primary diagnosis.  

 

Therapy and Management: 

Asthma control and its management is imperative in 

all ages. The GINA guidelines have provided the 

following points which distinguish between partially 

controlled, well controlled and uncontrolled asthma, 

and this table is suitable for children as well as adults. 

However, for young children the criteria is a bit strict 

such as SABA need more than once a week, daily 

appearance of symptoms, nocturnal cough and 

awakening due to cough. 
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When it come to pharmacological therapy, inhaled 

SABA on demand is the first choice of action. This is 

usually suggested for all further steps of treatment. In 

comparison to the old guidelines, the new GINA 

guidelines has shown less favor for LTRA, and is 

only suggested as a side option if other 
recommendations do not work. The current 

recommendations for primary therapy prefer 

treatment with low dose of ICS instead of LTRA as 

an initial therapy. This is because most of the 

children who also have allergies along with asthma, 

have shown improvement in their condition with ICS 

treatment. On the other hand, the oral administration 

of beta-2-agonist is not usually prescribed because of 

its slow mode of action and multiple side effects. 7 

 

The choice of the application of an optimal inhaler 

consisting of ICS and SABA is also very important 
and recommended for preschoolers. This is owing to 

the reason that they can only inhale finely when their 

breathing pattern is normal. Therefore, the age and 

ability of the child decides the choice of the inhaler. 

Usually, a metered dose inhaler with a valve and 

spacer is recommended for preschoolers. A mask 

should be attached with it for children who are under 

4 years, and a mouthpiece for those who are above 4 

years. Surprisingly, different spacers have different 

ratio of administration of medicine dose, therefore it 

is imperative to look out for the right one. Nebulizers 
are also present as another option for those 

preschoolers who encounter difficult in inhaling 

despite practicing it with metered dose spacer. 

Regular checkup and adjustment of treatment is 

imperative in early childhood and follow up should 

occur within 3 months after the modification of 

treatment of asthma.  

 

CONCLUSION: 

Guidelines provide definite, standardized, uniform, 

and holistic criteria for appropriate management, 
diagnosis and treatment of diseases. The GINA 

guidelines have proved successful in this niche of 

diagnosing and managing asthma for many years. 

The new additions to these guidelines encapsulate 

appropriately defined asthma which provides specific 

references to heterogeneous symptoms of asthma 

without stressing upon bronchial 
hyperresponsiveness. These guidelines have placed 

immense stress upon frequent assessment of patients 

and follow up with different ways like clinical, lung 

functioning etc along with the continuation of regular 

therapy regimen. In the niche of drugs, the role of 

ICS is prominent. These drugs are advised to be 

administered in low doses in the early onset of 

disease appearance. In the treatment of toddlers, ICS 

is preferred over LTRA. At the highest potency step 

of therapy, add-on therapy is advised over an OCS 

treatment for adults. These guidelines focuses on 

adopting the right choice of drug, inhaler and asthma 
training. For the future, implementation of these 

guidelines are important for the management of 

asthma patients. Sufficient training is extremely 

important, both for patients and for private 

practitioner doctors in hospitals for appropriate 

handling and management of asthma patients.  
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